This is the second in our feature of battleship cards for Star Fleet Battle Force; the Romulan and Gorn BBs are below.

There are no special rules for these ships, although you might note that we gave them four “free hits” above what might have been expected, just to reflect the toughness of these massive warships. The total of a ship is, so often, greater than the sum of their parts, and these 350-BPV monstrosities are, indeed, more than just two battlescruisers stuck together.

We gave each one two plasma-Rs and “rounded” the three plasma-S torpedoes into two icons, and converted the four plasma-D racks into a pair of plasma-F icons.

We left out the fighters, since they just complicated the rules and, well, these things didn’t need them anyway. More than a few Star Fleet Battles players think that battleships should not have had fighters anyway.

These cards can be downloaded from the website to be printed out, and more battleships will be done (in double-sized cards, of course) as time goes by. Since you cannot shuffle these into the deck, just decide ahead of time who will use them, or (now that you have four) give one to each player.